Abstract : This paper proposes a new device to capture dense point cloud of human contour using horizontal LIDAR and vertical LIDAR with mirrors on pan rotational mechanism. This paper also reports a new method to estimate simple behavior such as standing and sitting online from only single vertical scan data. The combination of rotation mechanism and vertical LIDAR enlarge measurement area to overall room. Both mirrors use and pan rotation control enhance density of point cloud. The horizontal LIDAR provides robust tracking of human without missing. The experiments about performance of the device and the method demonstrated that our device and method contain sufficient feasibility to monitor human behavior in human living environments. The authors also demonstrated online recognition of simple human behavior such as standing and sitting from only single vertical scan points using pattern recognition technique.
Introduction
Monitoring systems for the elderly people become important as elderly population increases. Typical monitoring systems employ simple sensors such as switch sensors and proximity sensors because these sensor are cheap and easy to introduce into the room environments [1] , [2] . These sensors can measure in which room a inhabitant is located (e.g., in a lavatory or in a bath room) and can estimate such simple behaviors closely related to locations as sleeping and eating. The low-level behaviors (e.g., walking and sitting) and detail postures are also important to monitor human behaviors. The pattern change of low-level behaviors can detect life pattern change more sensitively than that of location-related behaviors. The measurement of the detail postures will estimate progressive weakening of physical body (e.g., whether an occupant stands up with or without leaning on surrounding objects). Thus, new devices that can detect these behaviors and postures are required for monitoring the elderly people.
The camera systems are popular to capture human postures. The real room environments contain many obstacles, which cause occlusion for camera systems. In addition, the lighting conditions often change in the room environment. These conditions are also hard for camera systems. Currently, special cameras which can measure distance data are also often utilized. A typical example is Kinect. This device can capture both 2D images and depth images to the objects. The depth data is strong for occlusion and illumination changes, which provides easy extraction of human contours. Field of views (FOV) of these special cameras are limited to small area. The small FOV causes human missing when the occupants moves to outside of the camera. The measurement depth of the camera is also short. The short depth measurement and small FOV need special mechanism or deployment of multiple devices to capture the human posture in the whole room. The special mechanisms such as 3D rotation of the camera and distributed deployment increase drastically device price and cost to introduction into the home environment. 3D LIDAR such as velodyne HDL-3D can measure directly point cloud in large area. Density of point cloud is fixed and low. Thus, these specifications are not suitable to capture detail human posture. These traditional devices are insufficient to capture human posture in home environment.
Another promising approach is combination of 2D LIDAR and the rotation mechanism. 2D LIDAR is cheaper than 3D LIDAR and can measure long distance. This long measurement distance solves distance-related problems. The rotation mechanism provides large FOV. Therefore, a system which contains 2D LIDAR with rotation mechanism covers the whole room. The traditional system rotates LIDAR in 360 degrees in a uniform velocity. This 360-degree rotation needs long time duration to capture all 3D point cloud. The long rotation time causes distortion of human body contours if the occupant moves during rotation. The idea to speed up the rotation is adjustment of rotation range to focus on a inhabitant. The limited range of rotation reduces the rotation time. This control contains the other merit: it increases of point cloud density on a human contour. We design the 2D LIDAR vertically on the pan rotational mechanism to shorten rotation time and to increase horizontal density of point cloud.
While the horizontal density of the point cloud becomes high easily because of rotation control, LIDAR specification limits density on LIDAR scan plane. We employ mirrors to overcome this problem as some research works [3] , [4] . The mirrors can change laser direction in the useless scan ranges (e.g., backward region). The reflection using mirror is regarded as addition of other LIDARs. The multiple virtual LIDARs enhance density of point cloud on static human posture.
When an occupant does not move, the device can capture dense 3D point cloud on human static posture. In practice, the occupant moves in a room. The movement causes two problems; target human missing and contour distortion. As for the target human missing, the device with rotation control cannot track the occupant again once the device misses the target. We introduce another horizontal 2D LIDAR into the device to track human robustly. The horizontal contour captured by horizontal LIDAR not only prevents human missing but also assists rotation control. As for the contour distortion, since it is impossible to synchronize rotation speed with human movement speed, point cloud does not fit to the 3D human contour accurately during human movement. Fortunately, the human behaviors are limited to several behaviors such as walking during horizontally moving. Thus, capturing accurate point cloud is not required in moving. However, rough behavior recognition during movement is important to decide the strategy of pan rotation control. For example, if sitting behavior is detected, the device will focus on the areas of arms and hands to detect detail handling behaviors. We challenge to recognize the simple behaviors from only single vertical scan using pattern recognition method.
The research purpose is the construction of a new device capturing dense point cloud on human body. The device consists of a horizontal LIDAR and a vertical LIDAR with mirrors on a pan rotation mechanism. The authors' main contributions are 1) mechanism for increase of point cloud density using mirrors, 2) algorithm for human 3D contour measurement without missing person by combination of rotation control and human tracking using horizontal LIDAR, and 3) demonstration of online recognition for dynamic human behavior from single vertical scan data using pattern recognition technique.
Design and Implementation of Device Hardware

Rotation Methods of LIDAR
Approaches about LIDAR with rotation mechanism are classified into 3 types based on LIDAR scan direction; horizontal, vertical and slant type (Fig. 1) . Horizontal LIDAR is often utilized for recognition and localization of objects on a table. A typical example is PR2 1 -mounted LIDAR. Height of objects on the table is short. Thus, angle of pan rotation with horizontal LIDAR is smaller than angle of tilt rotation with vertical LIDAR. This approach has advantage for point cloud measurement on the objects. On the contrary, robots which navigates outdoor often employ vertical LIDAR with pan rotation mechanism due to localization and construction of detail 3D map. Vertical LIDAR with pan rotation is strong for self-occlusion and suitable to construct panoramic 3D distance view. Slant LI-DAR with pan rotation [5] is a special type of vertical LIDAR design. The vertical LIDAR captures useless points such as ceiling. The slant LIDAR, however, narrows scan area and de-1 http://www.willowgarage.com/pages/pr2/overview creases vertical gaps of 3D points, although the system using the slant LIDAR needs extra-calculation on point location. Relationship between tilt angle and density of cloud point is already analyzed [6] . As a special case, the device which contains LIDAR with complicated oscillation mechanism can capture dense 3D point cloud fast [7] . It is difficult for the device to control scanning speed and range to focus on the human. This mechanism is out of our device mechanism selection for human contour capturing.
We adapt the vertical LIDAR with pan rotation. The human body contour is regarded as a tall cylinder as Fig. 1 . The vertical LIDAR needs the smallest range of rotation to capture point cloud on the whole body. This approach provides another merit. 3D positions of points are easily calculated. Indexing of points is easy, which enables fast normal vector calculation and fast search for neighbor points. We design to match the center of vertical LIDAR with rotational axis of the pan rotational mechanism in order to make point cloud calculation easy and fast.
Mirror Design
Vertical distance between neighbor points depends on angle resolution of vertical LIDAR. The resolution is fixed and limited by LIDAR specification. Improvement of resolution is fundamentally difficult. On the contrary, LIDARs can scan large range (e.g., 180 degrees and 270 degrees). Large scan range is unnecessary to capture human body contour. Thus, effective employment of unused scan range may cover vertical density of point cloud. We employ mirrors to change laser direction in the unused scan range. The reflection image using the mirrors is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Use of mirrors is regarded as introduction of virtual LIDAR introduction as the figure. However, accurate design and implementation of reflected scan point to cover gaps among normal scan points is difficult. Thus, we consider only mirror use in design and calibrate the mirror position after implementation. The mirror reflection of scan point also increases horizontal density of point cloud because of synchronous pan rotation with vertical scanning as Fig. 3 .
Difference of point cloud with mirror tilt angles at the same mirror position is simulated as Fig. 4 . The points in the same distance from the LIDAR located at the center are sketched in the figure. This simple simulation shows large angle of mirror increases density of point cloud. However, the large mirror angle is impractical because the angle requires long mirror or short distance between LIDAR and mirrors to cover reflection laser beams. The long mirror increases weight of the device, which makes device imbalance and requires large size of rotational mechanism. The short distance between the LIDAR and the mirrors causes occlusion of scan laser by LIDAR itself. Thus, these condition limits mirror angle design.
The commercially available LIDAR which satisfies long distance measurement and small size is limited. We use UTM-30LX (Hokuyo Automatic Co., Ltd.) for vertical scan. Its scan angle resolution is 0.25 degrees. To capture detail human posture, our system should measure scan point on the finger. Diameter of the finger is about 10 mm. From LIDAR angle resolution, about 2.3 m is limitation of distance to satisfy the condition without mirror. Roughly speaking, if density of point cloud doubles, the limitation length becomes twice longer. This longed length covers room size. Therefore, we challenged to design the mirror angles to obtain twice more points than that without mirrors. Another limitation is height of device on the rotational mechanism. We decided maximum height is 300 mm from rotational mechanism performance specification and for safety. We also assume that the device is deployed at hip height by putting on the room objects such as tables or shelves because attachment of ceiling is difficult for safety problem and low height deployment causes occlusion of scan by obstacles. Based on these conditions, the distance from the LIDAR to the mirror and length of mirror is decided as Fig. 5 .
Device Implementation
The implemented device and the specifications of used parts are shown in Fig. 6 . These parts are connected to a single PC. Total size of the device is H450 × W150 × D 223 mm. The power of the device is supplied by AC 100V. The device is supposed to be deployed on objects (e.g., table and shelf) in a room or fixed to tripod at hip height.
Accurate point cloud construction requires synchronization of 3 devices using special signal for synchronization. The algorithm for sensor synchronization is well know in robotics domain [8] . We implement the device software without the special synchronization mechanism. The synchronization using only PC software is sufficient for human posture detection because of the following reasons. Synchronization of horizontal LIDAR is not important because horizontal LIDAR data is only used for human tracking and decision of rotation control. Synchronization between pan rotational mechanism and the vertical LIDAR is important to capture accurate point cloud. However, accuracy of only relative position among point cloud is required to capture human posture. Relative distance between points is stable in single pan rotation if rotation speed is uniform. Therefore, PC-based synchronization satisfies capturing point cloud on human body.
Usually speaking, for combination use of multiple LIDARs, the calibration between LIDARs is required. In our case, we ignore this problem from two reasons. Even if the LIDAR position is calibrated, the calculation of vertical scan points based on the calibration parameters needs large calculation cost, which disables online measurement. The other reason is that horizontal LIDAR is only used for tracking human and deciding the control angle of rotational mechanism. The horizontal LIDAR does not affect accurate measurement of point cloud, because the point cloud is captured using only vertical LIDAR. Thus, for scan point calculation, we utilized the designed position relation between the centers of horizontal LIDAR and vertical LIDAR for scan point calculation.
Software Implementation of Device
Calibration of Mirror-Reflected Points
The reflected points using the mirrors is regarded as the points from virtual LIDARs. The relative position T x , T y and the relative rotation (R θ ) of the virtual LIDAR is needed to be estimated to calculate accurate 3D position of the reflected points. ICP is popular approach to calculate the relative position and rotation between two LIDARs. ICP is weak for outlier points and cannot be utilized if the number of common points is small. We develop the new method for LIDAR calibration using detected lines.
First, large plane is placed on the device several times for calibration. Each LIDAR i detects the plane as a line as Eq. (1) with three parameters (a(i), b(i), c(i)). We employed RANSAC for this line detection. RANSAC is a kind of robust estimation. The iteration count is 600 in RANSAC.
The distance error between LIDAR 1 and LIDAR 2 at the j-th plane is defined as Eq. (2). The rotation error between normal vectors of estimated lines is also defined as Eq. (3). The relative position and rotation of LIDAR are calculated by minimizing the summary of the distance error h and the rotation error θ using least square method. φ is angle of normal vector. The relationship between parameters is illustrated in Fig. 7 .
Control Method of Rotational Mechanism
3.2.1 Human tracking using horizontal LIDAR We utilize a particle filter to track human using horizontal LIDAR. The particle filter is a kind of Bayesian filtering. The filter is often utilized for mobile robot localization and human tracking based on LIDARs because filtering model design is flexible enough to treat with LIDAR scan data.
The device captures background scan data in advance. In human tracking, the device detects human contour by subtracting from the background points. Finally, the device applies the filter to the extracted human contour points. The device allocates the single tracker to the single person as a tracker. The tracker starts when the human contour is detected in the given area. The tracker is removed when the tracker missed the human contour in several frames. In the filter, the state X t is 2D position.
We construct transition model considering uniform linear uniform movement of indoor human. The model contains particle spreading mechanism to adapt sudden movement of the inhabitant. Equation (6) represents transition model. The model is illustrated as Fig. 8-A) . Δt is scan time of the horizontal LIDAR.v is mean of human movement velocity.θ is mean direction of human movement. ω is a variable related to particle spreading.v andθ are calculated as Eq. (2). The mean of values in position history {X * t−T , · · · , X * t } is used as a value at time t to smooth the value. The time duration T is decided as 1 s empirically. ω is calculated from Eq. (8). This variable changes based on human movement speed. In other words, the particles spread widely based on large ω, if the occupant moves fast, to prevent missing evaluation of particles. The particle moves in short distance based on small ω, if the inhabitant does not move, to improve position estimation accuracy. We defined α = 100 empirically and used uniform random function for r : r ∈ [0, 1].
The horizontal LIDAR detects human hip contour because of device height. We design observation model by regarding human contour as a circle. The human contour is fundamentally represented as a ellipse. However, captured contour using a single LIDAR is incomplete. Fitting incomplete contour points to a ellipse is difficult. The ellipse equation requires 5 parameters while circle equation needs 3 parameters. Generally speaking, increase of parameters requires many data samples. In other words, a few samples lead unstable estimation. Circle fitting is more stable than ellipse fitting. The ellipse model or complex shape model from LIDAR scan data is used for human direction estimation. In our case, the direction estimation is unnecessary because 3D contour from vertical LIDAR gives more detail information than horizontal contour. Thus, the circle model is sufficient. The weight of particle π is calculated from observation model (Eqs. (9) and (10)). λ is related to variance of circle fitting and depends on many conditions such as body shape and clothes. We define λ = 50 empirically. d i is distance between the position represented by a particle and single scan points p i R is radius of a human hip part and defined as R = 160 mm. The equation means that weights of particles become larger when distance between particle position and each point is the similar to R. The distorted contours cause mistaking of position estimation because weights of particles are unstable. Especially, the outlier points near the device causes shift of position estimation. To prevent this problem, we introduce the penalty (weight of particle becomes zero) to the particles whose position is between LIDAR and human contour as Fig. 8-B ).
Control of pan rotation mechanism
The pan rotational mechanism is controlled based on estimated human location. The most simple approach is controlling the pan rotation mechanism to minimize difference between current pan angle and direction to estimated human position. The approach cannot capture 3D whole contour of human body. The control approach is desired to satisfy both robust tracking and capturing whole body contour. The combination of servo control to human and swing control according to body width is required. The control depends on human direction, distance and velocity. The optimization of control is difficult. Thus, we focus on only distance between the device and the human because the distance mainly depends on swing width. The swing angle is calculated as θ d = tan −1 (1/2d) based on both the measured distance d (m) and the knowledge that the body width with outward-moved arms is known as about 1 m. In other words, swing angle is within [
, where θ h is absolute angle between the device and the human in horizontal plane. The pan rotation mechanism is controlled to the swing angle range as a target. The control algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The pan velocity is defined empirically.
Behavior Recognition from Single Vertical Scan Data
We develop a method to recognize the simple behaviors as Fig. 9 . The method extracts human contour from single vertical scan. The feature vectors are constructed from the human contour. The behavior is recognized as multi-class pattern recognition problem from the extracted feature vectors. There are many pattern recognition techniques. In this paper, our research goal is not to develop a new technique but to demonstrate that the system can recognize dynamic behavior from only single vertical scan line data. Therefore, we selected popular technique to recognize human behavior from silhouette image; shape context [9] for feature extraction and SVM [10] for classification.
The device scans overall the room for the background contour measurement in advance. The captured points are projected into 3D grid map whose cell size is 10 mm. In extraction of foreground scan points, the captured scan points are projected into 3D grid map. If the occupied cell is equivalent to the projected cell, the scan point is regarded as background point. Finally, the foreground points are regarded as human contour points. This approach sometimes includes the noise scan points. To capture accurate human, the method eliminates the foreground scan point whose position is more than 300 mm far from the other foreground scan points.
For feature calculation, shape context is utilized. The shape context is known as a descriptor of geometrical feature of contour. The contour data are applied by log-polar transformation with the fixed center point. The transformed points are voted into the certain areas. The histogram is generated based on the voted values. Since the 3D scan points are sparsely distributed in 3D space, we convert the scan point before calculation of shape context. The method projects the 3D scan points into 2D plane (the left part of Fig. 10 ) and shifts the projected point to the center horizontally to remove the effect that the contour size depends on the distance from the device (the middle of Fig. 10 ). For the parameter, the five concentric circles are de- Select which difference between the current pan angle and
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• /s to the target angle 9: end if 10: end while Fig. 9 Flow of behavior recognition steps. SVM is used for behavior classification. SVM is known to contain high-generality for classification. For implementation, libsvm 2 with the sigmoid kernel is used. Since the number of scan points is small and calculation cost of shape context and SVM is also small, our method can recognize human behaviors online.
How to collect data set for training is one of important points for application using pattern recognition techniques. Although annotation of behavior label after natural behavior collection is the best solution, this task is troublesome and time-consuming. To avoid the task, scan data for static posture is used for training data, because the good feature extractor (in this case, shape context) will cover difference of contour between dynamic movement case and static case. Example of method to obtain training data is shown in section 4.3.
Experiment for Device Performance Evaluation
Performance Experiment for Point Cloud Measurement
Experiment for accuracy of distance measurement
We conducted the experiment to measure accuracy of distance measurement using our device. The point cloud of white wall in 1.5 m front of the device was measured as Fig. 11 . In the figure, the green points mean reflected points from the upper mirror and the blue points represent reflected points from the lower mirror.
The average of distances from the device to the wall points including reflection points was 1.507 m, which means that error average was 7 mm. Rate of points whose error distances were within 20 mm was 87% in total points. The maximum error distance was within 40 mm. The result demonstrated that our device can measure accurate point clouds. The result also showed that both our calibration method of virtual LIDARs and synchronization of vertical scan and pan rotation work well. 4.1.2 Static posture measurement Static posture was measured using our device. the pan rotation speed was slow, 15 deg/s, to capture detail contour of human body. The horizontal and vertical distances between neighbor points were equivalent in this pan speed. The height of the device was 1 m. The points were subtracted by background point captured in advance. Figure 12 shows point clouds at the time when the arms moved upward. The number of points is also shown in the figure. The number of points including reflected points was 1.81 times larger than the points without mirrors. The enlarged view shows captured points were arranged in equal interval vertically and horizontally. Point clouds at other postures are shown in Fig. 13 . The device captured accurate contour of arms and legs, even if the radii of the arms and the legs were small.
Experiment about Human Tracking and Pan Control
We evaluated performance about human tracking using horizontal LIDAR. A subject walked along a circle in the experiment. A motion capture system (Opti-track) measured positions of human head as a reference data. The relationship between the pan rotation angle and the angle from the device to the estimated human position was also measured to confirm performance of pan rotation control. In addition, the number of points on the body using vertical LIDAR was calculated to demonstrate that human contour was captured without missing. The points on the body was also calculated by subtracting the background scan point measured in advance.
The result about human tracking is shown in Fig. 14. A part of reference position was not measured due to outside of measurement area. The graph illustrates our device tracked human position accurately. The average error was 272 mm. The graph also indicates the position error tended to become large where human was located near the device. The device captured points of human side contour, which was smaller than the body front contour. Our observation model forces to fit the circle to this small contour. Thus, the fitting may lead to wrong estimation of position. Fortunately, the error tended to be large in the depth direction from the device. This error of depth direction may be covered with swing control of pan rotation. The result about estimated angle and pan rotation angle is shown in Fig. 15 . The figure also shows the number of points captured as a human contour using the vertical LIDAR. The graph demonstrates that the pan rotation mechanism was controlled as swinging at the center of estimated human angle. The control algorithm is simple but achieved both robust tracking and capturing the whole contour. The number of points also changed according to pan rotation swinging because vertical scan line passed different body parts with swing motion. The small number means that the vertical LIDAR sometimes captured the edge of the body. The fixed and large swing angle caused this problem. The improvement of swing angle control based on captured horizontal contour and direction estimation may solve this problem.
Behavior Recognition without Movement
To simply the recognition problem, we evaluated performance of recognition of static posture. A subject was asked to perform 5 postures: standing, sitting on a chair, sitting on a floor, reaching, and squatting. The device whose height was 1.1 m was located in 1.5 m front of the subject. The subject changed the direction in 45 degrees. Total 8 directions are captured by the device. In one capturing, the device swinged at 30 degree/sec. After scan data collection, the scan lines excluding human contour were eliminated by hand. Finally, 300 scan lines per one posture were captured for the experiment. For evaluation, we calculated precision, recall and F-value (harmonic mean of precision and recall). Ten-cross validation was conducted.
The result is shown in Table 1 . The parenthetic number means the value that was calculated from the points including reflected points. The result shows that the method recognized the behaviors accurately. Since the contour of the five behaviors differed with each other drastically, the method achieved high-accurate performance based on only single vertical scan data. This means that our method has feasibility to recognize simple behaviors. The performance with the reflection points was similar to the performance without the reflection points. This means that the number of scan points without reflection was large enough to express these five behaviors. The reflected points and other 3D feature may assist to recognize detail behavior because the reflection points contain horizontal movement.
Point Cloud Measurement and Behavior Recognition under Dynamic Human Movement
Finally, we evaluated our device to confirm feasibility of our device under dynamic human movement. The size of experiment room was 4 m × 5 m. The device was deployed at the edge of the room at 1.1 m height. In the experiment, the subject entered the room, sit on the chair, reached the object, squatted and sit on the floor under movement (Fig. 16) . The point cloud was captured in single swing of pan rotation mechanism. The device tracked robustly the subject during the experiment. Although the behavior except standing distorted horizontal contour, the subject was not missed. The method recognized the behavior at each vertical scanning in parallel with capturing point cloud.
The training data for behavior recognition was the same as the experiment at Sec. 4.4. The captured human contour and estimated behaviors are shown in Fig. 17 . The device captured point cloud although the human contour was distorted. The behaviors were accurately recognized under dynamic movement as the figure. In the experiment, walking behavior was recognized as standing behavior because the walking behavior was excluded from training behaviors and contained both standing and horizontal movement. Although the training data was captured at static postures, the device detected the postures. This is because train-ing data contained several direction data and both the feature and the classifier included generality for simple posture recognition. The experiment showed that our device has feasibility to monitor human behavior indoor environment.
Conclusion
The authors constructed a new device to capture point cloud for detail human posture measurement. The device consists of horizontal LIDAR and vertical LIDAR which is mounted on the pan rotational mechanism with mirrors. The device can capture accurate point cloud on human body in large area. The device can also capture dense point cloud using human-focusing control of pan rotation and mirrors. We challenged to recognize simple human behavior such as standing and sitting online from single vertical scan using pattern recognition technique. The experiments demonstrated that the proposed device and method contains feasibility to capture dense point cloud and to estimate human behavior in room environment.
In the future work, the authors will develop detail posture estimation method from both simple posture recognition result and captured dense 3D point cloud. 
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